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Abstract—In the frame of the European Space Agency’s
2016 ExoMars mission, the Electromagnetic Investigation of the
SubSurface (EISS) ground-penetrating radar has been designed
and developed to perform deep soundings of the Martian subsur-
face from the surface. The EISS is designed to take advantage
of the potential for bistatic radar investigations of the Martian
subsurface between the fixed station (Lander) and the mobile
platform (rover) and to characterize the 3-D structure and stratig-
raphy of the subsurface at depths ranging from 100 m to a few
kilometers out to a 1-km radius around the lander. The EISS
makes use of an electric dipole antenna made of two identical
35-m resistively loaded monopoles to transmit (and also receive
in a monostatic mode) the high-frequency signal. However, the
EISS’s most innovative capability is its potential for bistatic op-
eration, made possible by the accommodation of a small magnetic
sensor on the rover (as initially planned for the ExoMars mission)
which can measure the magnetic field (all three components) of
the received waves whatever the direction and orientation of the
rover. The aim of this paper is to show that the two monopoles of
the antenna must be deployed on the surface in nearly opposite
directions but not aligned to ensure good volume coverage around
the transmitter. This paper is based on Finite Difference in Time
Domain (FDTD) electromagnetic simulations. The simulated data
have been used to study the impact of the angle between these two
monopoles on the instrument performance.

Index Terms—Angle of antennas, bistatic, current sources,
deep sounding, ground-penetrating radar (GPR), loaded electri-
cal antennas, Mars, modeling, reflected wave, subsurface, wave
propagation.

D ESPITE several past and present missions to Mars, very
little information is available on its subsurface, the outside

of its polar caps, and the region within the top half meter
of the surface. One of the scientific objectives of the future
European Space Agency (ESA) ExoMars mission is to char-
acterize the water/geochemical environment as a function of
depth and investigate the planet subsurface to better understand
the evolution and habitability of the planet. The use of a
ground-penetrating radar (GPR) will provide a nondestructive
way to probe the subsurface, investigate buried structures, and
look for potential deep liquid water reservoirs. This rationale
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led Laboratoire Atmosphère, Milieux, Observations Spatiales
[LATMOS—formerly the Centre d’étude des Environnements
Terrestre et Planétaires (CETP)] to design and develop the GPR
called the Electromagnetic Investigation of the SubSurface
(EISS).

In this paper, we describe the principle of the instrument and
focus on the performance of its electric antennas. Finite Differ-
ence Time Domain (FDTD) simulations are used to model the
decrease of the current along one monopole and to study the
radiation pattern obtained by the two monopoles that compose
the antenna. The method used to model accurately the behavior
of the two unaligned monopoles is presented and validated.
The results about the impact of the angle between the two
monopoles are given for both the direct and reflected signals.

I. EISS: HF GPR

A. Description and Operating Principle

LATMOS designed and developed its first high-frequency
(HF) GPR to perform deep soundings of the Martian subsurface
from the surface in the frame of the Centre National d’Études
Spatiales (CNES) Netlander mission canceled in 2004 [1], [2].
Further development work and experimental validations [4],
[10]–[12] were carried out with a demonstrator called the Ter-
restrial and Planetary Imaging Radar (TAPIR). The EISS GPR,
discussed at length here, is the updated version of the TAPIR
and has been developed in the frame of the ExoMars mission.

The EISS is an impulse radar operating at HF central
frequencies (∼2–4 MHz). In order to perform deep soundings
of the subsurface down to kilometric depths beneath the surface,
the radar needs to operate at frequencies which are as low as
possible. The HF range provides a good compromise between
the penetration achievable, and the size of the antenna (which
is commensurate with the wavelength). The expected spatial
resolution (< 100 m) requires relatively short pulses (1 μs),
which correspond to a bandwidth approximately equal to
1 MHz in the frequency domain.

The EISS makes use of one electric dipole antenna made of
two 35-m resistively loaded monopoles (λ/4 at 2 MHz) that
are deployed from the lander to transmit (and also receive in
a monostatic mode) the signal. The resistive profile of each
monopole must be carefully optimized to transmit the pulse
without a noticeable distortion and to avoid ringing. Since the
actual behavior of the antenna depends on the electromagnetic
properties of the planet’s regolith [10], [19]–[22], their probable
range needs to be known to a reasonable accuracy.
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In order to explore a subsurface area as large as possible, it
is essential to work with nondirective antennas which have a
large radiating pattern within the subsurface. More specifically,
since the EISS is designed to take advantage of the potential
for bistatic radar investigations of the subsurface between the
ExoMars lander and the small magnetic antenna and receiving
unit on the rover, the two monopoles must be deployed on the
surface at an angle which ensures good volume coverage all
around the transmitter. The receiving antenna can be oriented
along three perpendicular directions to ensure the reception of
the signal whatever the direction and orientation of the rover.

Operating a GPR from the surface significantly limits the
areal extent of the potential study area but eliminates the
ionospheric interference and attenuation experienced by orbital
radar sounders like Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and
Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS) [9], [13]–[15] and Shallow
Radar (SHARAD) [3], [16]. Moreover, a sounder on a sta-
tionary lander can perform coherent additions of the reflected
signal, significantly improving the signal-to-noise ratio and,
thus, the detection of very weak signals. Based on this ap-
proach, the EISS can be used to characterize the structure and
stratigraphy of the subsurface at depths ranging from 100 m to
a few kilometers out to a 1-km radius around the lander.

The EISS is mainly a GPR, but the presence of electrical
monopoles deployed on the surface enables consideration of
other operating modes without additional equipment. The EISS
can operate in four modes:

• monostatic sounding of subsurface (emission and recep-
tion of HF radar waves, utilizing two fixed electrical
monopole antennas) for the characterization of deep ge-
ological structures below a fixed station;

• bistatic sounding of subsurface (radar emission with two
fixed monopole HF electrical antennas and reception with
a small rover-mounted magnetic antenna) for the 3-D
location and characterization of deep geological structures
between stations;

• HF electrical monopole impedance measurement for the
estimation of the geoelectrical characteristics of the near-
surface Martian regolith;

• passive modes for the monitoring of the HF background
noise at the Martian surface, which may originate from
the atmospheric electrical activity and variations in the
electron density and plasma frequency of the ionosphere.

The results presented in this paper focus on the bistatic
sounding mode. Electromagnetic simulations have been used
to optimize the value of the angle between the two monopoles,
its impact on the radiation pattern of antennas, and the volume
coverage around the fixed station.

B. Schematic Description of Instrument

The EISS is mainly composed of two units (see Fig. 1):

1) on the lander platform (GPR1):
• two HF electrical monopoles which constitute the

transmitting (and receiving) antennas and which are
used for all operating modes of the instrument;

Fig. 1. EISS as it was configured for the original 2011 ExoMars mission,
illustrating the different kinds of waves the receiver could have potentially
detected. GPR1 is on the fixed station (lander) which both transmits and
receives using its pair of electrical monopole antennas and GPR2 is on the rover,
receiving with the magnetic antenna.

Fig. 2. Waves that can be detected in bistatic configuration.

• one HF transmitter for the monostatic and bistatic
surveys and impedance measurements;

• one HF receiver for the monostatic sounding,
impedance measurement, and passive modes;

• one VHF antenna and its associated VHF trans-
mitter for the implementation of the bistatic mode
(synchronization of both the lander and rover EISS
units).

2) on the rover platform (GPR2) used only for the bistatic
mode:

• one small HF magnetic sensor;
• one HF receiver;
• one VHF antenna and its VHF receiver.

C. Identification of Received Echoes

For simplicity, we consider a subsurface composed of one
homogeneous layer d1 m thick with a relative permittivity εr1,
which overlies a homogeneous semi-infinite half-space. Fig. 2
shows the different kinds of waves potentially received in the
bistatic mode.

The propagation delay for the main waves can be easily
calculated for a given distance ρ between the transmitter and
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Fig. 3. Example of radargram showing the envelope of the received signal (Hz) as a function of the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. Top layer
is 500 m thick and has a relative permittivity of εr1 = 4 and σ = 0. Direction between the transmitter and receiver makes an angle of 45◦ with respect to the
direction of the transmitting electrical antenna.

the receiver (the vacuum wave speed and the celerity c):

• direct wave traveling in the air

tAIR(ρ) =
ρ

c
(1)

• ground wave traveling in the layer

tSOIL(ρ) =
ρ
√
εr1
c

(2)

• waves reflected n times in the first layer

tREFLECTED_n(ρ) =

√
ρ2 + (n · 2 · d1)2 ·

√
εr1

c
. (3)

The radargram (see Fig. 3) shows the echoes received accord-
ing to their time of arrival when the distance between stations
ρ varies from 100 to 1000 m. In the example of Fig. 3, the
amplitude of the reflected signals is particularly high because
of the null conductivity of the simulated environment and of
the perfectly reflecting horizontal layer placed at the bottom of
the 500-m-thick layer. More realistic environments will result
in reflected signals much weaker than the direct ones.

II. MODELING OF UNALIGNED MONOPOLES

In the context of the ExoMars mission, the exact value of the
angle between the two electric monopole antennas will likely be
imposed by the platform design and will be chosen to minimize
the contact between the antennas, the platform and solar panels,
keeping the radiation pattern as omnidirectional as possible.
This is essential given the fact that the location of the rover
and its onboard receiver cannot be anticipated. In the following
discussion, we present our analysis of how the angle between
the monopoles impacts the radiation pattern and performance
characteristics of the EISS GPR.

A. Modeling Approach

In order to study the impact of the antenna configuration (i.e.,
the angle between the two monopoles) on the instrument per-
formance, numerical simulations have been run. A numerical
code operating in the time domain is perfectly suited to describe
the pulse interaction and propagation through the subsurface.
Previous studies [4], [10] have shown that the coupling between
the monopoles and the surface cannot be neglected and depends
on the geoelectrical properties of the regolith [6], [8].

The Time Electromagnetic Simulator Finite Difference
(TEMSI-FD) Simulator code chosen is an FDTD numerical
code developed at Limoges (XLIM) that allows an accurate
modeling of the end-to-end operation of the radar. It is able to
accurately model the dual resistively loaded monopole antenna
system as well as the potentially complex structure of the
subsurface. The computational volume is divided in rectangular
cells, each of which is characterized by its permittivity and
conductivity values [5], [7], [18]. Absorbing walls or con-
formal perfectly matched layers are used in order to avoid
parasitic reflections at the borders of the finite computational
volume.

The available version of the TEMSI-FD we used is able to
take into account the exact design of the monopoles with their
wires and resistors as long as they are located on the orthogonal
mesh of the computational volume, which makes this code
inappropriate for the case of unaligned monopoles.

It was thus necessary to find an equivalent representation
of a monopole that is suitable for both aligned and unaligned
monopoles. The method we used is based on the fact that
the physical resistively loaded monopole behaves like a series
of theoretical current sources distributed along the monopole
length. The distance between two consecutive sources is chosen
to ensure that all the sources are located at an intersection point
of the mesh. Each of theses fictive sources generates a current
that has the HF excitation pulse shape with an amplitude and
a delay that depend on its own location along the antenna.
For the chosen distance between sources, the set of ampli-
tudes and delays is obtained by a simulation performed for a
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Fig. 4. Modeling approach with the orthogonal mesh. (a) Physical representation of one monopole with wires and resistors. (b) Representation of the current
along the antenna. (c) Representation of the same monopole with current sources. Plots on the right show the time function describing the shape of the excitation
at the beginning (IR1) and at the end (IR34) of the monopole for a subsurface permittivity equal to four.

Fig. 5. Maps of the difference [in logarithmic scale (decibels)] between the results obtained with the model based on point current sources versus the ones
obtained with the exact design of the monopoles with their wires and resistors. Maps show, as an example, the amplitude of the Hy magnetic component
for the direct wave computed for two different configurations of antennas. (a) Two aligned monopoles θantennas = 180◦. (b) Two perpendicular monopoles
θantennas = 90◦.

monopole aligned on the mesh (see Fig. 4). It is essential that
the geoelectric properties assumed in the simulation are similar
to those of the actual subsurface environment [10], [19]–[22].
This approach has been validated for simple cases that could be
modeled by either a series of point current sources or directly
with the wire and resistors of the loaded monopole.

In the case of two aligned monopoles, the error in the am-
plitude computed with the current sources versus the amplitude
computed with the wire and resistors is less than 0.4 dB for
more than 80% of the receiver locations. This is equivalent to
the error in the amplitude of the received signal that would
result from a 5% error in the distance between the transmitter
and receiver. With the antenna made of two perpendicular
monopoles, 47% of the receiver locations show an error less
than 0.4 dB, and 91% have an error less than 0.8 dB. The
strongest discrepancies happen where the signal is very weak
and where the accuracy of the results can be questioned. As a
consequence, we can consider that the modeling based on the
current sources is validated and will be used in the following
paragraphs. Fig. 5 illustrates the results obtained for the Hy

magnetic component.

B. Amplitude of the Current Sources

The HF pulse used to probe the subsurface is a wideband
signal, and a simple wire antenna cannot guarantee, over the

radar’s full bandwidth, that a null current will exist at the end of
each monopole, which is necessary to avoid the ringing due to
the reflections at the end of the antenna. To protect against this
possibility, the resistive distribution along the antenna is calcu-
lated to obtain a purely progressive wave, thereby eliminating
any ringing. Wu et al. have proposed, for an antenna surrounded
by vacuum, a method to calculate a resistive distribution along
the antenna [17].

The EISS electrical antenna is designed to be deployed on
the surface of the planet, and since a significant coupling with
the regolith will occur, the actual performance of the antenna
will depend on both the regolith geoelectrical properties and
the resistive profile chosen for the antenna. The resistive
profile will be optimized according to an a priori estimated
value of the regolith permittivity εr−opt while the antenna will
be deployed on a surface which is likely to have a different
permittivity value (εr−soil).

A future paper will be dedicated to the optimization of the
resistive profile. For the purpose of this paper, the resistive
profile used for all the simulations is the one that is optimized
for a relative permittivity equal to four. This value seems to be
a reasonable value for the Martian regolith [6], [8] and is the
one that was chosen for the ExoMars mission. Fig. 6 shows
the decrease of the current obtained by numerical simulation
with the TEMSI-FD along a monopole when deployed on
a layer characterized by its relative permittivity εr−soil and
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Fig. 6. Current distribution along the loaded monopole which is optimized for a permittivity of the first layer equal to four, as a function of the relative permittivity
of the subsurface εr−soil. Conductivity of the subsurface equal to (a) σ = 0 or (b) σ = 10−5 S · m−1.

Fig. 7. Definition of the ϕ, θ, and θantennas angles and E and H planes.

its conductivity σ. These current values obtained along the
monopole will be used as inputs for the amplitude of the current
sources in the following simulations.

III. IMPACT OF THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE TWO

MONOPOLES OF THE HF ANTENNA

The two monopoles need to be deployed on the surface
in a way that ensures coverage that is as omnidirectional as
possible around the transmitter. Electromagnetic simulations
have been run to study the impact of different potential con-
figurations. Three different configurations of the antennas are
shown and compared in the following: 1) one single transmit-
ting monopole aligned along the Oy-axis that illustrates the
minimal configuration; 2) two transmitting monopoles perfectly
aligned along the Oy-axis which is considered as the reference
configuration (called the dipole in the following); and 3) two

unaligned transmitting monopoles. For the unaligned config-
uration, the results are given in this paper for the reference
monopole aligned along the Oy-axis, and the second monopole
deployed at an angle θantennas equal to 225◦ with respect to the
Oy-axis. The 225◦ angle value is the one that was imposed for
the ExoMars mission by the solar panel configuration.

A. Radiation Pattern

The radiation pattern is obtained in a far field for the case
where the antenna is deployed on a homogeneous subsurface
(a permittivity equal to four as an example). The geometry and
the angles for the studied configurations are described in Fig. 7.
The E plane corresponds to ϕ = 0◦ and 0◦ < θ < 360◦ while
the H plane is perpendicular to the antenna (ϕ = 90◦ and 0◦ <
θ < 360◦).

In order to be able to compare the results obtained for the
three different antenna configurations, for different permittivity
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Fig. 8. Radiating patterns in the E and H planes for different configurations of antennas, deployed on a homogeneous subsurface (σ = 0 and f = 2 MHz).
Diagram obtained for antenna(s) deployed in vacuum is the reference (normalized). All patterns are normalized by the radiating pattern of two transmitting aligned
monopoles in vacuum. (The profile antenna is optimized for a relative permittivity of the first layer equal to four.)

Fig. 9. Amplitude [in logarithmic scale (dBA/m)] of the magnetic field corresponding to the direct wave for a transmitter–receiver distance ranging from 100 to
500 m. (Black) Transmitting antenna is a single monopole.

values of the subsurface regolith, all patterns shown in the
following are normalized by the maximum value obtained with
an aligned dipole in vacuum.

Fig. 8 shows that the amplitude of the transmitted signal
into the subsurface increases when the relative permittivity
of the subsurface increases, whatever the configuration of the
antennas is. Each radiation pattern in the subsurface clearly
shows very weak values for some specific directions, which

can potentially lead to coverage problems. Nevertheless, the
representations of the radiation pattern fail to provide a clear
understanding of the coverage obtained in the area around the
transmitter and, most of all, only consider the wave propagating
directly from the transmitter to the receiver. Given the fact that
the information about the subsurface structure is provided by
the reflected waves, a more adapted representation will be used
in the following sections.
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Fig. 10. Amplitude [in logarithmic scale (dBA/m)] of the magnetic field corresponding to the reflected wave for a transmitter–receiver distance ranging from
100 to 500 m. (Black) Transmitting antenna is a single monopole.

Fig. 11. Amplitude [in logarithmic scale (dBA/m)] of the magnetic field corresponding to the direct wave for a transmitter–receiver distance ranging from 100
to 500 m. (Black) Transmitting antenna is made of (a) two aligned monopoles and (b) two unaligned monopoles θantennas = 225◦.

B. Magnetic Field Obtained at the Receiver for
Various Configurations

In the bistatic operating mode, the receiving sensor is a
magnetic antenna (small enough to be accommodated on a
mobile platform) that can be oriented along three perpendicular
directions to measure the three components of the magnetic
field at the rover’s location. Numerical simulations have been
run to obtain maps of the magnetic field generated by the dif-
ferent configurations of the transmitting electric antenna. Both
the direct and reflected waves have been considered separately.

The subsurface considered for the simulation is composed
of a 100-m-thick homogeneous layer (with a permittivity value
of εr1 = 4 and a conductivity value of σ = 10−5 S · m−1)
on the top of a second layer of infinite thickness (with a
permittivity value of εr2 = 9 and the same conductivity value
of σ = 10−5 S · m−1). This subsurface structure is a particularly
simple one but will allow the study of the reflection that occurs
at the interface between the two layers. For each antenna con-
figuration and each detected wave (either direct or reflected),
the amplitudes of the three components of the magnetic field
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Fig. 12. Amplitude [in logarithmic scale (dBA/m)] of the magnetic field corresponding to the reflected wave for a transmitter–receiver distance ranging from
100 to 500 m. (Black) Transmitting antenna is made of (a) two aligned monopoles and (b) two unaligned monopoles θantennas = 225◦.

are computed. The values obtained when the receiver is located
anywhere within 100–500 m of the transmitter are presented in
a series of maps. The values are given in a logarithmic scale
(see Figs. 9–12).

1) Magnetic Field Obtained With One Transmitting
Monopole:

Direct wave amplitude: The direct amplitude maps are
displayed in Fig. 9. They clearly show that, as expected, the
amplitude of the wave that travels directly from the transmitter
to the receiver is much weaker if the receiver is not located in
the monopole direction. The direct wave does not give any in-
formation about the subsurface but will provide a reference for
both the propagation delay and amplitude. The measured delay
should be consistent with the distance between the transmitter
and the receiver, and the amplitude will provide a way to get
calibrated data.

Reflected wave amplitude: Fig. 10 corresponds to the
amplitude of the wave reflected by the interface buried at 100 m
below the surface level, which is the one we are mainly inter-
ested in. The maps clearly show that a large percentage of the
receiver locations would receive a very weak signal whatever
the orientation of the receiver is. The use of a single monopole
would make sense only if the receiver location could be chosen
to avoid these problematical areas. The simulations have been
performed for a horizontal interface; in case of an inclined one,
the behavior would be very similar, but the exact location of
nonfavorable locations would not be exactly the same.

2) Magnetic Field Obtained With Two Transmitting
Monopoles: The previous section has shown that the use of
one single monopole to transmit the signal is not suitable;
simulations have thus been made to compute the coverage
obtained by the two monopoles deployed in roughly opposite
directions. The same magnetic field maps have been generated
for the two other configurations previously described:
a) two transmitting aligned monopoles also noted as the
dipole (θantennas = 180◦) and b) two transmitting unaligned
monopoles (θantennas = 225◦).

Direct wave amplitude: Fig. 11 presents the results for
the direct wave. Fig. 11(a) with the aligned monopoles clearly
brings to light the fact that, in some directions (aligned with
and perpendicular to the antenna direction), one or two of the
components are almost zero while the unaligned monopoles
[see Fig. 11(b)] do not create such problematic features. The
configuration with the unaligned monopoles does offer the best
coverage of the whole area.

The comparison of the maps in Fig. 11 shows that 50% of
the locations see a stronger signal when the monopoles are
not aligned than with the aligned dipole configuration. The
increase of the received amplitude can reach 80 dB, in the
directions parallel and perpendicular to the reference monopole,
for the Hy and Hz components. In return, weaker damage
between 0 and 10 dB is to be deployed for some locations
where the signal amplitude was particularly large with a dipole.
The radiation of the magnetic field (and electrical fields too)
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Fig. 13. Cumulative probability to encounter an attenuation compared to
the best situation larger than the abscissa. Abscissa values correspond to the
magnetic field module of the reflected wave. Distance between transmitter
and receiver is 500 m. Subsurface characteristics are as follows: εr1 = 4,
σ1 = 10−5 S · m−1, and d1 = 100 m; εr2 = 9 and σ2 = 10−5 S · m−1.

will be more omnidirectional by using the unaligned monopoles
configuration.

Reflected wave amplitude: Fig. 12 shows the results
for the reflected wave due to an interface buried at
100 m below the surface. The configuration with the unaligned
monopoles optimizes the coverage of the whole area and mini-
mizes the problematic areas.

The comparison of the maps in Fig. 11 leads to the same
conclusion as for the direct wave: The radiation of the magnetic
field (and electrical fields too) will be more omnidirectional if
the unaligned monopole configuration is used.

3) Study Summary of Magnetic Field Obtained With Dif-
ferent Configurations: Fig. 13 summarizes the situation. It
shows, for each of the studied configurations, the probability
of encountering an attenuation larger than the abscissa value.
The reference for this attenuation is the maximum value ob-
tained for the module of the magnetic field at 500 m from the
transmitter.

For example, in case of the unaligned monopoles
(θantennas = 225◦), the probability of encountering an
attenuation stronger than 19 dB, compared to the most
favorable direction, is null while it goes up to approximately
8.5% for the aligned dipole configuration and to 19% for the
configuration with one monopole only. The configuration with
the two unaligned transmitting monopoles ensures the most
homogeneous area coverage around the fixed station.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The aim of this paper was to study the transmitting antenna
configuration that would allow the best use of a bistatic GPR
(involving a lander and a rover operating from the planet’s
surface). The results presented are based on numerical FDTD
simulations that allowed the modeling of the electromagnetic
field generated by the electric antennas while taking into ac-
count the coupling between each monopole and the subsurface.

A new numerical modeling approach for unaligned electri-
cal monopoles has been presented and used to get reliable
results. Radiation patterns and cartographies of the magnetic
field for both direct and reflected waves in the vicinity of
the transmitting antennas have been obtained. This paper has
demonstrated that the angle between the two monopoles has
a significant impact on the instrument performance. We have
concluded that the volume coverage capability of the GPR is
clearly enhanced if unaligned monopoles are used for trans-
mission. As a conclusion, the use of unaligned monopoles is
mandatory.

In this paper, the subsurface was simply modeled by a
single interface between two homogeneous layers; future work
will take into account a more realistic subsurface model with
fine scale layering and local volumetric heterogeneities. The
possible effect of magnetic materials in the soil will also be
considered. This can be of prime importance in accurately
assessing the likely performance of a radar instrument on Mars.

Additional and complementary work is currently being done
to optimize the antenna resistivity profile and to use its mea-
sured impedance to get an estimation of the geoelectrical pa-
rameters (permittivity and conductivity) of the near subsurface.

The EISS was initially part of the payload for the original
ESA 2016 ExoMars mission and was designed to take advan-
tage of the potential for bistatic radar sounding between the
stationary platform/lander and mobile platform. After the last
redesign of the mission, the whole lander payload was removed.
However, the EISS can also perform useful measurements when
operated in a monostatic mode from the individual stations of
a multistation Mars network mission. Even for monostatic use,
it is essential to choose an antenna configuration that ensures
the coverage of a volume beneath the transmitter is as large as
possible. Potential applications on Earth are, for example, the
search for deep liquid water reservoirs in arid environments or
the mapping of the bedrock buried under thick layers of ice.
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